FROM THE PILOT'S POINT OF VIEW   m
When he took off, I cut straight across towards Cain
and Abel by way of the Wadi Hauran. We had a
rattling breeze abaft the beam and it was pretty bumpy.
Between L.G. VI and V I saw two cars dashing along
the track; I dived down and swooped past them. I
approached L.G. V again, and was forced to get Barrett
to fire a Very light on to the ground, because my smoke
candles were dud. I landed and taxied to the tank.
Cudemore passed over in "Vesuvius," but appeared to
change his mind and came back and landed. We
both filled up and I pushed off first.
L.G. V to Ramadi. We flew off across the mud flat
and went rattling down the track making 86 m.p.h.
ground speed. I let Barrett fly. After three-quarters
of an hour or so the dim line of the Euphrates appeared
on the horizon. The wind was bitterly cold. We
passed over the Bitumen Pools and sailed into Ramadi
about 3 p.m. I made a fairly decent landing, though
I rather flew in. I got Sergeant Pitt to get us tiffin.
Cudemore arrived and we refuelled. He took off,
but just as I was taxying out, my little copper overflow
pipe from the starboard radiator broke in half, and I
had to stop the engine while Goodenough jumped out
to fix it up. Meanwhile Abbas, one of the boys at
Ramadi, came running out across the aerodrome with
a negative weather report from Hinaidi. So I decided
to stay the night. Barrett and I went to a Christmas
party at the Administrative Inspectors house at Ramadi.
Sergeant Pitt and his men were there;
a doctor and his wife, and Dr. Wakefield, a lady
and aunt of Wakefield, the Rugger pfoyer,
motoring. We played charades wit
embarrassment to me.

